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Despatch from Frank Gillard, representing the Combined British press

With the Fifth Army, September 18

I have just returned from a visit to an observation post right up in the forward

area. It was a Wonderful spot, a narrow terrace near the top of a steep green

hillside, a thousand feet above sea level, locking down, not only on/the coastal plain

itself, but also on the lower surrounding foothills. A company 'of British Infantry
were in occupation of this area, and we found the company commander, a young major,

sitting there smoking on this terrace along 'with our artillery observation officer

and a handful of N,C,o*s, and men working signal sets. We had been warned to

approach them very slowly, and not to raise any dust which might give the position away

and call down enemy shell fire, so we parked the jeep a little distance back in the

road in a convenient spot and finished off the journey on foot.

The major explained the lay out to us. First he pointed along the winding road

to two villages resting one behind another in the folds of the hills. In the clear

air of the hill top they seemed to be only a stone’s throw away, but actually he said

that the furthest was about two miles from us. The two villages, close together,
looked exactly alike. Just clusters of 'white houses built round/tall steeple of a

church.

"I have got my most forward patrols in this first village” said the major, "They

have gone in in their carriers to occupy it. The Bosche is in the next village, about

half a -company strong. He does a bit of sniping now and again, very likely from. the .
top of the church tower".

Then he turned towards the east and pointed out different spots in the coastal

plain and/group of buildings on rising ground. The major told us how from this view

point they had watched the frequent air attacks on this little town.

Nearer to us and partly lost in the slight haze down in the plain was another

group of buildings. This was a tobacco factory - a place which was still being held

by the Germans in spite of intense pressure by the British troops. From this

hilltop position we could see exactly why the enemy was prepared to pay dearly for

this factory. It was situated at the junction of two important roads, one cutting

across the plain to Battipaglia and the other coming down cut of the hills. Apart
from advantages of being astride these roads, factory buildings made a fine assembly

area under cover for enemy concentrations.

practically all this country which we could see before us was enemy held territory.

We could see his transport moving about on roads and tracks raising clouds of dust

as they went. An artillery officer beside us was taking particular interest in these

proceedings. There was one British salient there -we held one foothill 400 feet

below us, from which we could dominate quite a bit of the enemy' s territory.and

considerable stretches of his roads.
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The major told how the Germans had attempted to retake this position two days

earlier, and how from this point he had watched our artillery fire break up the

attack completely.

I asked the major what life was like for the men stationed there for days on

end. He said that it was comparatively easy. They were able to get plenty of sleep,

they had found mountain springs and much fruit up on the hill, they had had very little

interference from the enemy and quite a lot of fun themselves, At night they

patrols well forward to penetrate deer'; into enemy territory. Sometimes they took loads

of mines with them, and laid them in tracks .used by the Germans just to shake up the

Hun a little. They could see everything the Germans were doing, and had a grandstand,

view of our artillery fire -and bombing attacks. Altogether they were pretty happy.
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